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TEDDINET Third Networking Workshop 
University of Nottingham, 27-28 April 2015 

Workshop Summary Report 

 

TEDDINET ran its Third Networking workshop at the University of Nottingham on the 27h and 28th April 

2015, hosted by the (Build)TEDDI project Ctech. Nearly 50 researchers representing 10 of the 

(Build)TEDDI projects, and all 6 of the new ‘Energy Management in non-domestic buildings’ projects, 

were in attendance. The day was a great opportunity for the (Build)TEDDI and the new set of projects 

(who TEDDINET has recently started to support) to learn of each other’s work, to share lessons learnt, 

and as researchers, to get to know each other personally.  

 

This summary report has been produced to outline the structure of the workshop and provides details 

of the presentations and sessions. During Day 1 of the workshop, we heard from the hosting project 

Ctech, as well as research plans from all 6 new non-domestic projects. We were also very pleased to 

hear from Michael Harrison of DECC on the Smart Metering Early Learning Project, as well as from 

Briony Turner of the ARCC network.  Day 2 was dedicated to small group sessions, firstly to share recent 

research findings and on-going research questions, and secondly, to discuss various options for future 

collaborations and conversations.  

 

Powerpoint slides accompanying all of the presentations are provided on the TEDDINET website here: 

http://teddinet.org/activities/workshop-4-april-2015/. The appendix to this report includes details of all 

workshop participants. 

 

On behalf of the TEDDINET team, we hope that you enjoy these resources. 

Dan van der Horst (PI, University of Edinburgh) & Steven Firth (PI, Loughborough University) 
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Day 1 (Monday 27th April)  

1-2pm  Lunch & registration 

2-2.15pm Introductions  

2.15-3pm Presentations by Ctech and other related projects at Nottingham 

3-4pm  Presentations by new EPSRC Non-Domestic projects 

4-4.30pm Refreshments 

4.30-5.15pm Presentation by Michael Harrison of DECC on the Smart Metering Early Learning 

Project 

5.15-5.20pm Presentation by Briony Turner of ARCC 

5.20-5.30pm Closing summary & introduction to Day 2 

Retire to hotel and for evening meal around 7pm 

Day 2: Tuesday 28th April  

9-11am  Session 1: Recent Research Findings & On-going Questions  

Participants can choose from the parallel sessions below and are encouraged to share either recent 

research findings or on-going research questions through a 5 minute presentation; following these 

presentations, an open discussion will be facilitated 

a) Developing (digital) technologies for sustainability 

b) Making the most of trials, case-studies & data 

c) Understanding social & psychological elements of energy 

11-11.30am Refreshments 

11.30-12.30pm Session 2: Future Collaborations & Conversations 

Participants can again choose from the parallel sessions below, or just use the time to catch up with 

others 

a) Meeting space for all non-domestic projects present 

b) TEDDINET’s ‘High Level Theme’ work 

c) Social science workshop (May 2015) 

d) Feedback workshop (planned for autumn 2015) 

e) Data workshop (timing tbc) 

12.30-1.30pm Lunch and finish  
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DAY 1 

1. Presentations by Ctech and other related projects at Nottingham 

Various researchers from the hosting project Ctech gave short presentations covering the differing 

aspects of the project. Alexa Spence started off with a general introduction to the project, Murray 

Goulden followed by discussing the role of the facilities manager, Caroline Leygue considered 

motivations in saving energy, Ben Bedwell looked at staff engagement activities, and Enrico Constanza 

spoke about experimental interventions. James Colley then spoke about a separate project called CarloT 

which aims to leverage the internet-of-things to reduce fuel poverty.  

 

2. Presentations by new EPSRC Non-Domestic projects 

Presentations were made for all six of the new non-domestic projects. These reflected the differing 

stages at which the projects are – some being over a year old and some having yet to start. 

a. Future FM (Future-proofing facilities management) – Salva Acha, Imperial College London 

b. B-bem (The Bayesian building energy management Portal) – Yeonsook Heo, University of 

Cambridge 

c. Data-Driven Sociotechnical Energy Management in Public Sector Buildings – Nigel Goddard, 

University of Edinburgh 

d. WICKED (Working with Information, Creation of Knowledge, and Energy strategy Deployment in 

Non-Domestic Buildings – Katy Janda, University of Oxford 

e. Pervasive sensing for collaborative facilities management – Adrian Clear, Newcastle University 

f. Aperio (Low cost façade management in naturally ventilated buidlings) – Enrico Constanza, 

University of Southampton 

 

3. Presentation by Michael Harrison of DECC on the Smart Metering Early Learning Project 

Michael Harrison, Head of Benefits and Evaluation at DECC presented an overview of the lessons to 

come out of the Smart Metering Early Learning Project. He fielded many questions, demonstrating the 

interest in the work of DECC in this field.   

 

4. Presentation by Briony Turner of ARCC 

Briony Turner, newly appointed Knowledge Exchange Manager for the ARCC (Adaptation and Resilience 

in the Context of Change) network, spoke about the potential opportunities for researchers through 

ARCC.  
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DAY 2 

5. Session 1: Recent Research Findings & On-going Questions 

Participants chose from three parallel sessions (given below), during which they were encouraged to 

share either recent research findings or on-going research questions through a 5 minute presentation. 

Following the presentations, an open discussion was facilitated and built on the various issues emerging.  

 

a) Developing (digital) technologies for sustainability 

No notes are available from this session at this time 

b) Making the most of trials, case-studies & data 

No notes are available from this session at this time 

c) Understanding social & psychological elements of energy 

Included 7 speakers:  Adrian Clear, Mike Danson, Moira Nicolson, Sam Staddon, Georgina Wood, Lizzy 

Gabe-Thomas, Julie Goodhew 

Adrian Clear discussed digital technologies in the workplace and ideas around using technology in order 

to create a forum for discussions of thermal comfort.  In particular the point made was that drastic 

changes are needed in the workplace in order to reduce energy used and technology could be used to 

open up these changes and disrupt current practices. 

Mike Danson presented final data from the Apatsche project relating to fule poverty and ageing 

populations.  Data was in depth and found that smart technology may be beneficial but there may also 

be a lot of resistance and problems for vulnerable groups.  In particular there was resistance with 

respect to someone else managing their home electricity. Methodologically there were some problems 

with engineers fitting the technologies not engaging with participants very well. 

Moira Nicolson presented data from a study designed to explore how consumers can be encouraged to 

switch to time of use (TOU) tariffs.  Importantly Moira highlighted that to work, consumers need to 

switch to TOU tariffs and also then shift their consumption.  Results from an online survey indicated that 

around 1/3 would be willing to switch  Further research is planned in order to examine switching in a 

more realistic field setting and also how to  nudge people into switching. 

Sam Staddon presented some new research plans around technological and tacit knowledge within 

those researching smart energy technologies.  Sam highlighted how those researching different aspects 

of energy are driven by different ontologies. Some research questions were highlighted around whether 

tacit knowledge brings researchers closer to the consumer, and whether it affects the direction of 

research. 

Georgina Wood presented a real time energy game used within 20 trial houses in Coventry which 

utilised various different methods of displaying energy data.  Data indicates that there is no strong 

argument for different types of display and that flexibility in tailoring displays is actually important.  
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Issues highlighted included the point that real time feedback could actually be found to be stressful and 

a traffic light system could be normalised or ignored by participants. 

Lizzy Gabe-Thomas presented a segmentation analysis of the Enliten Cohort based on data from 66 trial 

homes.  This used hierarchical clustering of survey data examining behavioural antecedents, values, 

norms, habits and beliefs.  Importantly there were key differences identified in values and behavioural 

intentions between homes. 

Julie Goodhew presented data relating to the role of tailoring in behavioural interventions.  The study 

discussed used thermal images in order to engage people with their home energy usage and examined 

behavioural responses to this.  Key advantages were found for tailored thermal images compared with 

generic thermal images or just text information. 

Overarching themes emerging included:  

- Disrupting existing energy practices 
- Unintended consequences of interventions and how to measure these 
- People disengaging with smart meters and other smart energy technologies (e.g. fuel poor, 

elderly, vulnerable) 
- Demand characteristics 
- Association between energy use and environmental beliefs  

 

 

6. Session 2: Future Collaborations & Conversations 

Participants again chose from various parallel sessions (given below), or spent the time catching up with 

other participants. 

a) Meeting space for all non-domestic projects present 

b) TEDDINET’s ‘High Level Theme’ work 

c) Social science workshop (May 2015) 

d) Feedback workshop (planned for autumn 2015) 

e) Data workshop (timing tbc) 
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Appendix 1. Details of workshop participants 

Name 
 

Email Institution Project 

Salvador Acha salvador.acha@imperial.ac.uk Imperial College London Future FM  

Kasim Al-Salim kasim.al-salim@strath.ac.uk> Strathclyde University [PhD] 

David Allinson d.allinson@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University DEFACTO 

Ben Bedwell benjamin.bedwell@nottingham.ac.uk University of Nottingham CTECH 

Kathryn Buchanan kbucha@essex.ac.uk University of Essex DANCER 

Richard Buswell r.a.buswell@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University LEEDR, TEDDINET 

Adrian Clear adrian.clear@gmail.com Newcastle University 
Pervasive sensing for collaborative facilities 
management  

James Colley james.colley@nottingham.ac.uk University of Nottingham CTECH 

Enrico Costanza ec@ecs.soton.ac.uk University of Southampton CTECH / Aperio 

Mike Danson m.danson@hw.ac.uk Heriott Watt University APAtSCHE 

Steven Firth s.k.firth@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University REFIT, TEDDINET 

Lizzi Gabe-Thomas egt25@bath.ac.uk University of Bath ENLITEN 

Pedro Garcia Garcia pgg1g14@soton.ac.uk University of Southampton CTECH 

Navid Ghavami ghavamin@lsbu.ac.uk London South Bank University DANCER 

Nigel Goddard nigel.goddard@ed.ac.uk University of Edinburgh IDEAL 

Julie Goodhew julie.goodhew@plymouth.ac.uk Plymouth University e Viz 

Glenn Goodall glen.goodall@epsrc.gov.uk EPSRC   

Murray Goulden murray.goulden@nottingham.ac.uk University of Nottingham CTECH 

Ramon Granell ramon.granell@oerc.ox.ac.uk Oxford University WICKED 

Vicky Haines V.J.Haines@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University DEFACTO 

Michael Harrison Michael.Harrison@decc.gsi.gov.uk DECC Smart Meter Implementation Programme 

Yeonsook Heo yh305@cam.ac.uk University of Cambridge B-bhem  

Atif Hussain ab9447@coventry.ac.uk Coventry University Smarter HHs 
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Latifimran Jalil aa9163@coventry.ac.uk Coventry University Smarter HHs 

Katy Janda Katy.Janda@ouce.ox.ac.uk University of Cambridge WICKED  

Tom Kane T.Kane@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University REFIT, TEDDINET 

Jack Kelly jack@jack-kelly.com Imperial College London [PhD - energy disaggregation] 

Caroline Leygue caroline.leygue@nottingham.ac.uk University of Nottingham CTECH 

Richard Lorch richard@rlorch.net 
Journal: Buildings Research & 
Information   

Becky Mallaband R.Mallaband@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University   

Kathrin Menberg kcm30@cam.ac.uk University of Cambridge B-bhem  

Nataliya Mogles nmm38@bath.ac.uk University of Bath   

Moira Nicolson m.nicolson.11@ucl.ac.uk UCL [PhD] 

Julian Padget masjap@bath.ac.uk University of Bath ENLITEN 

Oliver Parsons osp@ecs.soton.ac.uk University of Southampton CTECH 

Stephen Porritt s.m.porritt@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University DEFACTO 

Elham Saadatian elham.saadatian@gmail.com University of Southampton CTECH 

David Shipworth d.shipworth@ucl.ac.uk UCL   

Alexa Spence alexa.spence@nottingham.ac.uk University of Nottingham CTECH 

Sam Staddon sam.staddon@ed.ac.uk Edinburgh University TEDDINET 

Briony Turner briony.turner@ukcip.org.uk UKCIP ARCC 

Dan van der Horst dan.vanderhorst@ed.ac.uk Edinburgh University TEDDINET, Smarter HHs 

Jhim Verame jkv1g10@ecs.soton.ac.uk University of Southampton CTECH 

Judith Ward judithxward@hotmail.com Sustainability First   

Rebecca Ward rmw61@cam.ac.uk University of Cambridge B-bhem  

Lynda Webb L.H.Webb@lboro.ac.uk Loughborough University LEEDR 

Charlie Wilson Charlie.Wilson@uea.ac.uk University of Norwich REFIT 

Georgina Wood ab6869@coventry.ac.uk Coventry University Smarter HHs 
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